The Expressions series is available in limited edition bronze produced by the “lost-wax” method. Signed and numbered, editions strictly limited to 50 each. The tallest approximately 12”.

The bronzes are based on a flat pad of bronze, no other basing is required. Available in traditional or contemporary bronze patinae (shown satin brown) pictured left to right—Conversations II®, BZ101ac, BZ101bb

Conversations® BZ 102ac, BZ102bb Watching the Trees Sway® BZ103ac, BZ103bb
Stroll® cast bronze by the lost wax method, limited edition 50, signed & numbered. Based on a flat pad of bronze. Approximately 11” tall. Available in a traditional or contemporary bronze patinae.
RESURRECTION® cast bronze by the lost wax method, limited edition 50, signed & numbered. Based on a flat pad of bronze. Approximately 14 1/2” tall. Available in a traditional or contemporary bronze patinae (shown contemporary patinae). BZ105ac, satin-brown BZ105bb
*Sisters* © cast bronze by the lost wax method, limited edition 50, signed & numbered. Based on a flat pad of bronze. Approximately 8 1/2” tall. Available in a traditional or contemporary bronze patinae (bottom in satin red-brown).
REFLECTIONS© cast bronze by the lost wax method, limited edition 50, signed & numbered. Based on a flat pad of bronze. Approximately 12” tall. Available in a traditional or contemporary bronze patinae (shown in satin red-brown). BZ107bb (contemporary finish). BZ107ac
BUS STOP® cast bronze by the lost wax method, limited edition 50, signed & numbered. Based on a flat pad of bronze. Approximately 11 3/4” tall. Available in a traditional or contemporary bronze patinae, BZ108ac (shown in satin red-brown). BZ108bb
**SUNRISE**© cast bronze by the lost wax method, limited edition 50, signed & numbered. Based on a flat pad of bronze. Approximately 4”T x 12” x 9”. Available in a traditional or contemporary bronze patinae, BZ109ac (shown in satin red-brown). BZ109bb
BACK STAGE® cast bronze by the lost wax method, limited edition 50, signed & numbered. Based on a flat pad of bronze. Approximately 11 1/2” tall. Available in a traditional or contemporary bronze patinae: BZ110ac (shown in satin red-brown). BZ110bb
**HESITATION**© cast bronze by the lost wax method, limited edition 50, signed & numbered. Based on a flat pad of bronze. Approximately 11 1/2” tall. Available in a traditional or contemporary bronze patinae: 
BZ111ac  
(Shown in satin red-brown). BZ111bb
The *Expressions I*® series is produced by the lost wax method, a very old process that entails a high degree of hand work. The editions are replicated but each piece may exhibit slight variations only discernable by viewing multiple sculptures side by side. Any bronze produced in this manner is considered a multiple original. Different patinas are available by request.

The process of producing the bronze sculpture takes from 3 to 8 weeks. When the edition is sold out, the master mould is destroyed rendering the individual pieces available only on the secondary market.

All the designs are originals sculpted by Donna L. Dobberfuhl, MFA, *Sculptural Designs Atelier*. A professional sculptor since 1974, she graduated cum laude from the *New York Academy of Art, Graduate School of Figurative Art*. The majority of her large scale works can be find throughout the United States. She is the author of the *NATIONAL POW MEMORIAL*.

attracting the eye — complementing the space